A previous study performed just over twenty years ago, suggested a general lack of standardisation of BP measurement techniques and little consensus on the criteria for diagnosing HTN amongst paediatricians. Updated clinical practice guidelines have since been published. Through sending a questionnaire consistent with that sent twenty years previously, we hoped to compare clinical practice between the two time periods, in order to evaluate whether progress has been made, and identify further ways to standardise and improve patient care.

Methods A national quality improvement survey was sent to the General and Adolescent Paediatric Research in the United Kingdom & Ireland (GAPRUKI) committee for feedback and circulation to consultant-grade general paediatricians.

Results The survey ran from 18/11/2021 – 12/01/2022. 125 analysable replies from 34 different sites were received and compared with the 1997 data. 106 (84.8%) reported clinical nurse involvement in BP measurement, more than double the previous data (40.6%). Most paediatricians (53.6%) now rely on BP recording systems, whereas previously the mercury sphygmomanometer was favoured (82.7%). If assessing BP manually (n=89), most (79.8%) now use Korotkoff phase V as the auscultatory endpoint for diastolic BP (phase IV was only 43 (34.4%) would do so using diastolic BP, a decrease from 79.4% previously. Similar to previous findings, only 12 (9.6%) paediatricians would manage these patients themselves, however 82 (72.6%) would keep general paediatric input.

Conclusion There is greater availability of BP equipment/technology, however nowadays paediatricians are more likely to rely on oscillometric technology. Less paediatricians are using the sphygmomanometer for auscultatory BP.

Conclusion Flexible use of trans-anal irrigation packages including a combination of low and high volume irrigation programmes improve compliance with treatment in children with intractable constipation and faecal incontinence.
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Aims Constipation and faecal incontinence is a common distressing symptom affecting about 3% of the childhood population. Regular trans-anal irrigation (TAI) has become an established intervention to reduce the impact of this condition on affected children. Treatment failure is seen in 5-36% of children. As part of a quality improvement programme on the management of childhood constipation and incontinence, we sought to determine the compliance levels for children in whom we offered a combination of high and low volume irrigation packages as part of their multi disciplinary management plan.

Methods We reviewed the records of 80 children who were referred to a weekly consultant delivered dedicated community based multi disciplinary clinical programme for constipated and encopretic children. 24 children received different modalities of trans-anal irrigation after a structured training programme accompanied with ongoing community nursing support. We used The Qufora Click System (high volume irrigation) alone, The Qufora MiniGo System (low volume irrigation) alone or a combination of high and low volume irrigation packages depending on the needs of the child. Children and carers provided progress reports via a secure online platform Qualtrics XM. We analysed patient characteristics, the compliance after 4 weeks of treatment and clinical outcomes in this group of children. We used descriptive and statistical analytical methods to evaluate our data.

Results 80 children (M:53) were referred to the service. Of these, 25 (M:16) received trans-anal irrigation in addition to other interventions by the multi-disciplinary team designed to improve their care. The average age of the TAI cohort was 10.2±1.4 yr (range 4-18yr). The 25 children all complained of constipation but 23 had faecal incontinence. 17 children (68%) had recorded elevated average Cleveland constipation score of 15.9±4.9 and elevated average St Marks score of 16.9±2.1. 13 children received high volume TAI alone, 6 children received low volume trans-anal irrigation alone and 6 children received a combination of high and low volume irrigation package. Across the cohort, 9 children have discontinued the use of TAI; 7 because they improved temporarily or permanently and no longer required the treatment, and 2 because they could not tolerate the procedure within the first 4 weeks of treatment. One child in the high volume irrigation group and one child in the low volume irrigation group stopped treatment within 4 weeks of initiating TAI. No child in the combination group has stopped trans-anal irrigation. 18 children continue to use TAI after 4 weeks of treatment to minimise their symptoms. In total, 22 out of 25 children (88%) in the cohort were compliant with their tailored trans-anal irrigation programme over an average follow up period of 18 months (range 1-39) months with improved symptoms.

Conclusion There is greater availability of BP equipment/technology, however nowadays paediatricians are more likely to rely on oscillometric technology. Less paediatricians are using the sphygmomanometer for auscultatory BP.
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MOTH TO A FLAME – BUT DON’T BE DISTRACTED BY OTHER CAUSES TO BLAME!
Brettani Barford, Darshika Gosnoldajayke, Mya Aye. Milton Keynes University Hospital

Aims Accidental ingestion in children is not uncommon presentation in paediatric emergency department. Objectives To discuss how underlying diagnosis of G6PD deficiency was unfolded after accidental ingestion. Methods Retrospective review of electronic admission notes. Results A 22-month-old boy presented to MKUH PED as a pre-alert following an incidental ingestion of an unknown amount of camphour. Paramedics noted the child to have a
GCS of 7/15, his temperature was 36.2 and BM was 5.2 with no other identifiable focal neurological deficit.

On arrival to A&E he was self-ventilating in air with a respiratory rate of 27 and no respiratory distress. He had a heart rate of 118, no murmurs and was well perfused. He had a GCS of 15/15, and no focal neurological deficit. He had a chest X-ray and an ECG both of which were normal and was admitted for a period of observation.

A few days following his discharge, his mother contacted paediatric team out of concern that her son was lethargic and pale, he appeared to have yellow sclera and concentrated urine. She was advised to bring him in to A&E.

At A&E, he was pale, tachycardic with an appreciable gallop murmur on physical examination. His bloods revealed an Hb of 56, a total bilirubin of 125, an LDH of 1407 and a reticulocyte count of 7.6. An acute intravascular haemolysis was diagnosed possibly due to G6PD deficiency triggered by Camphour. His family denied any background of known haemoglobinopathies or G6PD deficiency.

Following discussion with Tertiary Haematology team, it was agreed that the clinical picture was in keeping with an acute haemolytic anaemia and recommended to transfuse him and commence intravenous fluids.

Following his transfusion, his jaundice and pallor resolved, and he was discharged home. Parents were given safety netting advice to avoid certain triggers and exercise caution whilst at home as this could potentially be a case of an underlying G6PD.

His repeat blood tests three months after blood transfusion confirmed the diagnosis of G6PD deficiency.

**Discussion and Conclusion** G6PD deficiency is an X-linked recessive inherited and are more common in some ethnic group (those from certain parts of Africa, Asia, and the Mediterranean).

This case highlights a unique presentation of G6PD deficiency and its diagnosis – by better understanding how this case unfolded, how aspects of history, presentation and clinical progression can all be used as clues to better ensure the underlying cause of haemolytic anaemia is never missed.

**Learning points** Important a sound approach to haemolytic anaemias

During an acute haemolytic episode, the focus can be on the initial stabilisation of the patient which can serve as a distraction to consider possible underlying triggers in the long term.

Families may not always know that they hold relevant medical history pertinent to the presenting case: the denial of an applicable family history must not be used as an absolute reason to exclude a potential diagnosis.
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**A QUALITY IMPROVEMENT APPROACH TO NON-EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT OF ANAPHYLAXIS**
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**Aims** The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Clinical Guideline 134 details best practice in management of patients presenting with anaphylaxis after their emergency treatment is complete. We audited our compliance against these standards with the goal of improving our quality of care.

**Methods** We retrospectively audited care provided to 41 patients presenting to Birmingham Children’s Hospital with anaphylaxis between March 2020 and March 2021 by reviewing details in the emergency department (ED) and inpatient electronic patient records and discharge letters. We created a process map to illustrate the steps taken in management and used this to create a driver diagram to aid quality improvement efforts. We developed change ideas to improve performance against these drivers, implemented them individually and studied the outcome in a cyclical ‘plan-do-study-act’ (PDSA) fashion.

**Results** Performance against the NICE Guideline was mixed. 85% of patients were discharged with adrenaline autoinjectors (or already possessed at least two spares). However, only 41% of letters mentioned training patients and families how to use these autoinjectors. Based on the written record, only 22% of patients left with written Allergy Action Plans, and only 15% were signposted to additional information and support. Approximately half of patients (51%) were not referred for specialist follow-up. A process map unsurprisingly showed that the above tasks should be performed between ward round review and discharge.

Our driver diagram used the four main standards from the NICE guideline as the primary drivers. Education and training would potentially address all four main targets for improvement. However, the mandatory training burden for clinical staff is already significant; additional training and ‘working harder’ is not an ideal or sustainable approach, particularly for uncommon conditions. We recognised the need to create a systemic barrier to poor compliance. A documentation change was therefore the first change idea implemented. After discussion in the departmental governance meeting, a discharge checklist on the electronic patient record was preferred to a specific ED proforma to be generated at presentation.

Figure 1 shows the checklist as it appears on a discharge letter generated from our electronic patient record. As anaphylaxis is thankfully an infrequent presentation, we do not yet have comparable data to analyse before targeting another driver with a change idea in the next PDSA cycle. Anecdotally, we have demonstrated 100% compliance with NICE Clinical Guideline 134 since implementation.

**Abstract 725 Figure 1**

**Conclusion** We identified weaknesses in our current practice. Applying the principles of continuous quality improvement allowed us to improve our compliance with national best practice for non-emergency management of anaphylaxis. We plan to continue to improve this process through repeated PDSA cycles. It is possible that our performance against the